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PUBLIC FORUM #3 
Don Mouth Naturalization and Port Lands Flood Protection Project 

Tuesday, December 5, 2006 
 
 

Room 308/309, Metro Hall 
55 John Street, Toronto 

 
6:00 – 9:30 p.m. 

 
SUMMARY NOTES 

 
The purpose of the meeting was to share information and seek feedback on key 
aspects of the project, including: 
 

• The long list of alternatives considered for redesigning the Don Mouth, and the 
14 alternatives that passed the first technical screen; 

• The criteria that will be used to reduce the list of 14 alternatives to a list of 
approximately 5 for more detailed study; and 

• The progress being made on adjacent and related projects, including the 
Lower Don River West Remedial Flood Protection Project, the Don River 
Railway Bridge Extension and Bala Underpass, the Don River Park, and an 
international design competition that is being planned by the TWRC for 
Toronto’s Lower Don Lands. 

 
126 people signed in at the meeting, and the following points summarize the feedback 
received: 
 

• Participants had a number of questions for members of the project team during 
the Open House. They focused a range of topics, from the original location of 
the Don River mouth, to the amount of debris coming down the river, and 
future bridges that may be required. People expressed amazement at the 
volume of water flowing down the Don River during a regulatory flood, 
particularly when compared to the regular flow. 

• In response to the 14 alternatives that passed the first technical screen of the 
EA process, few questions or objections were expressed. There were two 
people who wanted to see the list of alternatives expanded, and others looking 
for more information on how the sediment will be managed. 

• Feedback on the technical screening process and evaluation criteria was 
generally positive. A few refinements were suggested (this feedback was 
received in written comments). 

• Feedback on TWRC’s design competition for the Lower Don Lands was well 
received, with a request to ensure the public has an opportunity to contribute 
their ideas to the competition as well. 

 
Please refer to the remainder of this report for more detailed notes. 
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1.0 Public Open House 
 
The Open House portion of this event opened at 6:00 p.m.  Members of the public were 
invited to sign in and to view display boards showing different aspects of the Don Mouth 
Naturalization and Port Lands Flood Protection Project.  Toronto and Region 
Conservation (TRCA), members of the consulting team, volunteers with specialized 
knowledge of the area, and the leads of a number of other projects that will influence 
and be influenced by this Project were on hand to answer questions during the Open 
House.  All participants received the following information as they signed in:  
 
• Meeting agenda and participant guide; 
• Map of the Open House displays; and 
• Copy of the presentation and key questions sheet. 
• A list of comparative evaluation criteria with accompanying comment columns was 

also made available during the open house. 
 
The following information was also available to participants. 
• Don Mouth Naturalization & Port Lands Flood Protection Project Newsletter, Volume 

#4 November 2006 
• Don Mouth Naturalization & Port Lands Flood Protection Project Newsletter, Volume 

#3 August 2006 
• Moving Toward the Living City Strategic Plan Summary (TRCA) 
 
All of the meeting materials listed above are available on the TRCA website at: 
http://www.trca.on.ca/water_protection/don_mouth/default.asp?load=whats_new  
 
The open house display boards were distributed in three rooms.  In Room 302, there 
were displays describing the study, as follows:  
• Cross-sections and habitat types that are being considered; 
• Technical screening of alternatives; 
• Proposed evaluation criteria; 
• Next steps, including proposed evaluation criteria for comparing the short list of 

alternatives. 
 
Also in this room were displays on: 
• Water quality; 
• Benefits of the Wet Weather Flow Master Plan (City of Toronto). 
 
In Room 303, displays were set up describing:   
• Keating Channel operations (Toronto Port Authority); 
• Industrial history of the Port Lands (York University); 
• Filmport Studios (Toronto Economic Development Corporation (TEDCO)); 
• Fish and wildlife (TRCA); 
• Soils and groundwater (Toronto Waterfront Joint Venture); and 
• Roads and infrastructure (Toronto Waterfront Joint Venture). 
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In Room 308 of Metro Hall, there were displays boards describing  
• The Lower Don River West Remedial Flood Protection Project (TRCA),  
• Projects by the Toronto Waterfront Revitalization Corporation (TWRC).   
 
A copy of the poster boards is found in Appendix A to these notes.  Appendix B to 
these notes contains a synopsis of the questions that were asked during the open 
house portion of the meeting, as reflected by project team specialists. 
 
126 participants signed in at this event. 

 
 

2.0 Welcome and Opening Remarks 
 
Nicole Swerhun opened the presentation portion of the meeting at 7:10 p.m.  She 
outlined the materials that were available at the sign-in desk, and invited people to fill 
out the Participant Guide with their comments on the project.  Nicole introduced those 
who would be speaking at the meeting, including: 
 
• Ken Dion, TRCA – Lower Don River West Remedial Flood Protection Project 
• Adele Freeman, TRCA – Introduction to the Don Mouth Naturalization and Port 

Lands Flood Protection Project 
• Paul Murray and Dale Leadbeater, Gartner Lee – Starting to Make Decisions About 

the Don Mouth Design 
 
A copy of these presentations can be found in Appendices C and D to these notes.  
The following section provides an overview of the presentations that were given.  A 
complete list of project team members present at the meeting can be found in 
Appendix E to these notes.   
 
3.0 Presentations 
 
Ken Dion (Project Manager, TRCA) provided an update on the Lower Don River West 
Remedial Flood Protection Project (LDRW Project) – see enclosed presentation in 
Appendix C.  A Class Environmental Assessment (EA) process was conducted to 
determine how to best provide flood protection to the Lower Don River West area.  The 
Class EA resulted in the selection of an option with 5 key components:   
• a landform along the west side of the Don River, preventing the westward flow of 

floodwaters into the downtown area (site preparation is currently underway and 
being led by Ontario Realty Corporation (ORC));  

• westward extension of the Railway Bridge over the Don River Bridge in order to 
provide sufficient capacity under the bridge for the additional floodwaters that will be 
pushed back into the Don River following the construction of the landform upstream 
(construction is currently underway and being led by TRCA and CN);  

• minor changes to a utility bridge upstream to improve local hydraulic conditions at 
Old Eastern Avenue (currently not a priority to proceed); 
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• a low-lying floodwall and dyke on the east side of the river, south of the railway 
crossing over the Don to accommodate the slight increase in water levels (~7 to 8 
cm) that would occur south of the tracks as a result of the landform and railway 
bridge extension upstream (currently not a priority to proceed);  

• continued dredging in the Keating Channel as per the conditions outlined in an 
earlier EA conducted in 1983 by TRCA. 

 
In addition to the flood protection works associated with the LDRW Project, the TWRC 
assigned TRCA with the responsibility of constructing a pedestrian/cyclist underpass 
under the tracks (Bala Subdivision) that veers north along the west side of the Don 
River, in order to provide a connection between the existing Don Watershed Trail and 
the future West Don Lands Community and Don River Park (which will be constructed 
on top of the landform).   
 
Ken provided a series of timelines and photos of construction progress for the two key 
flood protection components (Flood Protection Landform and Don River Railway Bridge 
Extension) that are proceeding as well as the Bala Pedestrian Underpass. 
 
For the Flood Protection Landform (construction being led by ORC) and associated 
Don River Park (design and construction will be led by TWRC): 
• All existing structures will be demolished in the WDL by December 22, 2006 in 

preparation for the landform. 
• Municipal infrastructure that cannot be removed will be protected between February 

and May 2007. 
• Compression of loose peaty soils will begin in February or March 2007 and will 

continue until May or June 2007. 
• Construction of the Landform will proceed throughout Summer 2007 until Spring 

2008. 
• Construction of Don River Park will begin in areas where the Landform construction 

has been completed.   Anticipate that the Don River Park will be built by Fall 2008.   
 
For the Don River Railway Bridge Extension and Bala Underpass (led by TRCA and 
CN): 
• Construction of the northern half of the Bridge was completed at the beginning of 

October 2006. 
• Construction of the western half of the Bala Underpass was completed December 1, 

2006. 
• Construction of the southern half of the Bridge should be completed at the end of 

March 2007. 
• The new river channel will be excavated between March and May 2007. 
• Bala Underpass construction will begin approximately April 2007 and should be 

completed by June 2007.  NOTE – Bala Underpass will not be opened until Don 
River Park has been completed in Fall 2008.   

• Final landscaping likely to occur throughout June and July 2007 with irrigation 
activities to continue throughout the summer. 

• Don Watershed Trail targeted to open in July 2007. 
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Adele Freeman (Director, Watershed Management Division, TRCA) welcomed 
everyone to the meeting and thanked participants for attending.  She explained that the 
Terms of Reference for the Don Mouth Naturalization and Port Lands Flood Protection 
Project was approved by the Minister of Environment in August 2006.  The 
Environmental Assessment is now underway.  The TRCA is undertaking this project on 
behalf of the TWRC and the three levels of government.  Adele introduced Paul Murray, 
Gartner Lee, to provide an overview of the project. 
 
Paul Murray, Gartner Lee Ltd., introduced key members of the consulting team, 
described their area of expertise and invited people to direct their feedback to these 
specialists.   
 
Paul’s presentation provided a review of the Terms of Reference; the outcomes of Step 
1 (development of a long list of alternatives); the outcomes of Step 2 (identification of a 
short list); and the process for undertaking Step 3 of this study.  Paul highlighted the 
following information during his presentation. 
 
Paul described the study area, which includes the Don Narrows and the Don River.  The 
Goal of the project is:   “to establish and sustain the form, features, and functions of a 
natural river mouth within the context of a revitalized City environment while providing 
flood protection up to the Regulatory Flood.”  Seven objectives have been established 
to support this goal.  A visualization of the area at risk to flooding east and south of the 
Don was also depicted. 
 
In Step 1 of the process, a long list of alternatives was developed based on discharge 
points, river characteristics, channel shapes, and habitat types.  Four alternative 
discharge points were considered:   
• Discharge 1 is the Do Nothing Option that is required in all EAs; 
• Discharge 2 has a single channel discharging into the Inner Harbour; 
• Discharge  3 has a single channel discharging into the Ship Channel; 
• Discharge 4W has a primary channel discharging into the Inner Harbour with a 

secondary spillway that directs flood flows into the Ship Channel; 
• Discharge 4S has a primary channel discharging into the Ship Channel with a 

secondary spillway that directs flood flows into the Inner Harbour. 
A graphic was shown depicting the difference in discharge between the full spectrum of 
anticipated flood events ranging from the typical base flow conditions (1-4 m3/s), the 2 
year storm (~200m3/s), the 100 year storm (~500m3/s), and the Regulatory Flood 
(~1800m3/s) that the preferred alternative will need to be able to accommodate to meet 
the flood protection and naturalization goals for the project.  The current turbidity levels 
hinder plant growth and over 40,000 tons of sediment is trapped annually in the Keating 
Channel. 
 
Dale Leadbeater, Gartner Lee Ltd., was introduced and discussed the habitat aspects 
of the project.  The project team looked at all of the possible types of vegetation that 
could be sustained in the study area.  They looked to the north shores of Lake Ontario 
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for examples.  It is recognized that this is a unique process, as the location of the mouth 
and its associated soils and fish communities have all changed from the period of the 
Ashbridges Bay marsh.   
 
The types of cross-sections for the river channel that are being considered are: 
• Lacustrine environment (wide and shallow, similar to a lake in cross-section) 
• Created wetland  
• Natural river channel (one narrow channel with sloping valley sides) 
 
Combinations of these cross-sections are also being considered: 
• Lacustrine/natural river  
• Lacustrine/created wetland 
(See Appendix D for diagrams illustrating each of these cross-sections) 
 
The kinds of habitats that are being considered are: 
• Submergent marsh – requires permanent flooding to survive; maximum depth of 0.5 

metres for submergent plants to survive because the waters are too murky below 
this point; provides little resistance to water flow.  

• Emergent marsh – requires semi-permanent flooding and protection from 
disturbance; provides little resistance to water flow. 

• Meadow marsh – requires seasonal flooding for more than 45% of the growing 
season; provides little resistance to water flow.   

• Thicket swamp – requires seasonal flooding for less than 45% of the growing 
season; provides moderate to high resistance to water flow. 

• Treed swamp – requires seasonal flooding for less than 45% of the growing season 
and protection from disturbance to survive; provides moderate to high resistance to 
water flow. 

• Upland forest – limited tolerance for flooding; provides moderate to high resistance 
to water flow. 

 
In Step 1 of the process, each discharge point, cross section, and habitat type 
(vegetation community) have been considered in combination as possible alternatives 
for the Don Mouth.   
 
In Step 2 all of the alternatives were considered and screened for:  the ability of the 
vegetation communities to survive (naturalization) and the ability of the channel to 
convey water during a flooding event (flood protection).   
 
During the screening, it was determined that the lacustrine environment would not work 
for any of the habitats due to not being able to meet the objective of naturalization, flood 
protection or both. It was also determined that for the single-channel alternative 
discharge points (#2 and #3) the natural river channel cross-section would not meet the 
naturalization or flood protection objective, depending on the type of habitat.  For the 
two-discharge point alternatives (4W and 4S), it is assumed that there will be a primary 
channel that contains water in some form all of the time, and a secondary channel that 
will only likely convey river water during flood events with a return period of at least 10 
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years or more.  In the two discharge alternatives, there is a greater range of 
opportunities for creating more diverse and more robust natural habitats while still 
meeting the flood protection objective.  Fourteen alternatives met both the flood 
protection and naturalization criteria and will be carried forward for further development 
and evaluation.     
 
Paul Murray described the next steps in the EA process.  There are 14 alternatives that 
will be carried forward between discharge points 2, 3, 4W and 4S.  Option 1, do nothing, 
must also be carried forward, resulting in 15 alternatives being carried forward. 
 
Step 3 of the process includes describing the 14 alternatives in more detail.  Step 4 will 
focus on reducing the list of alternatives. In Step 4, a set of criteria will be applied to 
allow an evaluation of the various options.  This evaluation will speak to the issues and 
trade-offs between alternatives.  This will result in a list of approximately 5 options for 
consideration.   
 
Paul described the evaluation criteria.   The framework for the evaluation includes a 
series of objectives, and related components, criteria, indicators, and rationale.  A 
proposed criteria chart was distributed and feedback invited.  Once the criteria are 
identified, a matrix is developed to compare each of the discharge points, the 
associated cross sections and habitat types relative to each other.  The project team will 
also be listing the trade-offs for each alternative.  In Step 5, one of the alternatives will 
be selected. Step 6 involves assessing this alternative and then a functional design will 
be developed for it. 
 
Paul outlined the project timelines, including the various points of formal public contact.  
The project is now at the end of Step 2. After incorporating public feedback on the 
criteria and proceeding with the analyses, the team expects the next public meeting to 
be held at the end of Step 4. This is anticipated to be spring 2007. 
 
The intent is to submit the Environmental Assessment in the spring of 2008. 
 
 
 
4.0 Feedback on the Presentation 
 
Nicole Swerhun invited general questions of clarification.   Questions are noted below 
in italics, followed by the response from the project team. 
 
Q1. Please clarify the relationship between this project and the Commissioners Park 

project.  Is there any overlap between the two?  Has the Commissioners Park 
project resulted in the removal of the “two channel” options from consideration in 
this project? 

 
The project team is using the Terms of Reference that was approved by the Ministry of 
Environment as a road map for this Environmental Assessment.  The study area is 
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described in the Terms of Reference.  There is a portion of the park overlaid by the 
study area while the remainder of Commissioners Park lies south of the study area.   
One of the objectives of the project is to make the project work with the rest of the 
revitalization of the Port Lands, and the project team is working with others to ensure 
coordination of efforts. 
 
Q2. Mayor Miller has expressed his support for water quality and this project.  In 

order to undertake ecological restoration, the project team needs to understand 
the historical conditions.  The circulating channel should be added as a discharge 
point.  An excerpt from “The Town in 1810” was submitted, along with an article 
from the Toronto Star. 

 
These submissions can be found in Appendix F to these notes. 
 
Q3. The process of evaluation might work because trade-offs are being considered, 

in addition to the matrix.  A problem with this type of process is that not enough 
alternatives are considered in the long list.  In this project, the project team made 
the assumption a split channel was not going to be considered.  People think that 
option 4 involves a split channel.  You need to put the split channel back in to the 
initial long list. 

 
The project hydrologists say that the amount of water available is relatively small and is 
not sufficient to have a constant flow of water through two channels.  This position was 
framed within the Terms of Reference 
 
Q4. My question is about the flow of the river.  Currently, there are some interceptors 

proposed upstream as part of the Wet Weather Flow Master Plan that will affect 
the quality and quantity of the flows received downstream.  Have they been 
factored in? 

 
From a quantity side, yes, they have been factored in.  For the purpose of this EA, we 
presume that the quality improvements will take place. 
 
Q5. Can you explain how the new alignment of the Keating Channel will address the 

debris and sedimentation? (discharge 2 option) 
 
We haven’t yet established the location of the channel nor have we presumed that we 
would utilize the existing Channel.  It may be filled in, for example.  In the next steps, we 
need to determine how to trap debris along with the best alignment for the Channel. 
 
Q6.  Does Discharge Point 3 include a series of bridges over the Don? 
 
We will inform and be informed by other projects in the area.  In the event that either 
Discharge Point 3 or 4S is selected, some form of bridge will be required.  However, it 
still needs to be determined whether the bridge simply crosses over the regularly wetted 
channel, or whether the bridge would extend over the entire created floodplain. 
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Q7. How will you control sediment to prevent negative impact on the wetlands? 

Cattails will grow in many environments.  If we want diversity, how will you 
lubricate the wetlands, especially if they have to be in an elevated state? 

 
Members of our project team, Baird and Aquafor Beech, will be describing where and 
how sediment will be managed.  We think heavy sediments will likely be managed at the 
point of the CN bridge.  The lighter sediments will continue south into the new wetlands 
which will require species selection and channel topography conditions that will allow 
vegetation to survive.   We are trying to provide as much variability in the various cross 
sections so that as we go through the next steps, we can determine which robust plants 
match best with each cross section. 
 
 
5.0 TWRC Presentation 
 
Nicole introduced Chris Glaisek, Toronto Waterfront Revitalization Corporation (TWRC), 
VP Planning and Design.  Chris described the Don Mouth project as a monumental 
effort to revitalize the river.  This is one of the biggest initiatives that TWRC will 
undertake, yet it is relatively unknown by the broader public.   
 
Chris outlined the various projects that are currently be undertaken by TWRC (Don 
River EA; the Don River Borderlands (area east of Parliament); Queens Quay road 
alignment; Transit EAs; Commissioners Park).  The TWRC is trying to define a process 
for looking at all of these projects holistically.  An international design competition is 
going to be introduced in the coming months.  A firm will be given the various project 
terms of reference and asked to develop a concept that will inform all of the studies.  
This will be “a common ground” that currently doesn’t exist.  The goals for this 
competition are: 

1. Naturalize the mouth of the Don River 
2. Develop a continuous riverfront park system 
3. Provide for harmonious development 
4. Connect waterfront neighbourhoods 
5. Prioritize public transit 
6. Expand opportunities for interaction with water 
7. Promote sustainability 

 
This will be a two-stage juried international design competition, with a request for 
qualifications release on December 14, 2006 and jury recommendation of concept(s) on 
April 11, 2007.  We are trying to accomplish this within the same timeframe as the Don 
EA. (Editor’s note: more information is available on the TWRC website at: 
http://www.towaterfront.ca). 
 
Q8. Can the public be invited as observers to the Request for Qualifications process 

openings and question periods?  Can you extend this to Coatsworth Cut, as 
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there seems to be a conflict between what the City is doing and what is being 
done on Lake Ontario Park.  

 
We are planning to have a Citizen Liaison Committee to assist with the mid-term 
reviews.  Further public involvement will be considered.   
 
Q9. A group of citizens went to the board of the TRCA to talk about integrating the 

various aspects of all of the projects (i.e. roads, rivers, habitat, buildings).  To set 
up a new process and exclude the public is not appropriate.  We want to see 
ideas that the public has discussed reflected in the designs.  How will the public 
be involved in the real process? 

 
This is not a separate process.  We will be working within the framework of the current 
EAs and we will be involving the public.  We are open to all ideas being considered.  A 
Citizen Liaison Committee will be a part of this process.  
 
Q10. This project should consider the green infrastructure first, the habitat, and then 

design the roads/infrastructure/buildings after that.  Habitat has to be the prime 
objective.   

 
Agreed.  This is reflected in the seven objectives that were outlined.   
 
 
Comment.  This is an excellent idea.  There are a number of EAs going on right now, 
and it is critical to have an overall coordinating vision. 
 
Comment.  The potential to create linkages between the projects is exciting.    There 
seems to be too much development in the plans for the Port Lands.     
 
Comment.  You need to fit the urban context into the river domain. 
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6.0 Closing Remarks 
 
Adele Freeman thanked all those who attended and provided comments at the 
meeting.  Participants were invited to spend some time with the project team members 
at the open house displays to offer their comments.   Additional comments should be 
sent in before December 21.   
 
The presentation portion of the meeting was adjourned at 8:45 p.m.  The Open House 
portion resumed and continued until 9:30 p.m.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Prepared by: 
Tracey Ehl, Principal  

 
(905) 825-9870 

tracey@ehlharrison.com 
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Synopsis of Open House Questions 

 
 

December 5, 2006 
    

 
 
 
 
 



Don Mouth Naturalization and Port Lands Flood Protection Project 
Open House and Public Forum #3, December 5, 2006  

Feedback and Frequently Asked Questions during Open House  
 
Station 1: Industrial history of Port Lands, Michael Moir, York University 
Questions were asked mainly about the original course of the mouth of the Don and the 
evolution of the contour of the area. 
 
Station 2: Keating Channel Operations, Ken Lundy, Toronto Port Authority 
Most people viewed the visuals to get a feel for how much material needs to be 
managed, rather than asking questions. There was more interest in “floating material” 
than in sediment. 
 
Station 3: Filmport, Hon Lu, TEDCO 
Questions were mainly on the future of the Don Roadway, Commissioners Street and 
the bridge over the Ship Channel. Interactions with the Don Greenway were also a topic 
of interest. 
 
Station 4: Water Quality, Dale Leadbeater, Gartner Lee 
One comment that was noted was that there was not enough land to make effective 
habitat of the mouth of the Don.  
 
Station 5: Fish and Wildlife, Deb Martin-Downs, TRCA 
There were few questions, but some focused on Tommy Thompson Park and some on 
the cormorants. General questions on handling of invasive species were also noted. 
 
Station 6: Flooding and Flood Protection, Sameer Dhalla, TRCA 
Questions tended to be very general. People expressed amazement at the volume of 
flow during the regulatory flood. 
 
Station 7: Soils and Groundwater, David Dubois, CH2M Hill 
Participants asked about the percentage of development being planned for the area. 
Also, questions before the presentation focused on whether the final decision on the 
river route was made.  
 
Station 8: Roads and Infrastructure, Jim Gough, Toronto Waterfront Joint Venture 
There were few questions asked. People felt positively about the relocation of 
Lakeshore Road. One interesting suggestion was that if the Keating Channel were filled 
in, this area could then be the location of Lakeshore Road.  
 
Station 9: Outcomes of Steps 1 & 2 and Next Steps of the Environmental 
Assessment, Paul Murray, Gartner Lee Ltd 
There were no questions of note for this station. 
 



Don Mouth Naturalization and Port Lands Flood Protection Project 
Open House and Public Forum #3, December 5, 2006  

Station 10: Benefits of Wet Weather Flow Master Plan for Don Watershed, Bill 
Snodgrass, City of Toronto 
Noteworthy questions were:  
• How much will water quality improve?  (Graphs were shown)  
• What influence does this water quality improvement have on wetland design 

(Response: none) 
• What are the Wet Weather Flow Management Master Plan projects which are 

moving forward? (These were explained) 
  
Station 11: Adjacent Projects, Pina Mallozzi, Tanya Bevington and Brenda 
Webster, Toronto Waterfront Revitalization Corp. 
There were no questions of note for this station. 
 
Station 12: Lower Don River West Remedial Flood Protection Project, Ken Dion, 
TRCA 
There was one concern related to consultation related to the Toronto Humane Society 
as part of the Class EA process that was undertaken in 2003 and 2004.   
 
Two individuals were curious about the planning process that was taken during the 
Class EA as they were new to the process.  Very keen to see work progressing. 
 
Remaining questions pertained to timelines for construction completion, whether 
members of the public could arrange site visits, and whether the photos could be 
distributed for their memberships.  Overall, there was a very strong positive reaction 
towards the project. 
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Appendix C 
Presentation 

Ken Dion, TRCA – Lower Don River West Remedial 
Flood Protection Project 

 
 

December 5, 2006 
    
 

 
 
 
 



FPL & Don River Park Design
Location of Don River Bridge 
Extension & Bala Underpass 

Don River Bridge Extension 
Detailed Design

Don River Bridge Extension  

Project Progress

Building Abutment Foundation

Pouring Concrete for the New 
Abutment on the North Side 
of the Tracks



Installing Girders for the 
New Span Along the North 
Side of the Bridge

Don River Bridge Extension  

Project Progress

Replacing the Rails Across 
the New Bridge Span

Don River Bridge Extension  

Project Progress

Bridge completed for 2 
Northernmost  Tracks

New Underground Hydro Ducts 
Being Constructed to the West of 
the New Abutment, North Side of 
Railway Tracks

Don River Bridge Extension  

Project Progress

Excavation and Shoring Works Progressing 
on South Side of Railway Bridge

Don River Bridge Extension  

Project Progress



Don River Bridge Extension  

Project Progress

Installation of New Underground 
Hydro Ducts, South Side of 
Railway Bridge

Location of Bala Underpass 

Bala Pedestrian/Cyclist 
Underpass Detailed Designs Bala Pedestrian/Cyclist Underpass

Initiate Shoring for Bala Underpass

Begin Excavation of Elevated Rail 
Bed in Preparation for the Bala
Underpass



Bala Pedestrian/Cyclist Underpass

Western Wall of Elevated Track 
Demolished and Excavated to 
Prepare for Construction of Bala
Underpass

Original Wooden Piles 
Supporting Elevated Tracks are 
Exposed and Prepared for 
Reuse to Support New 
Underpass

Bala Pedestrian/Cyclist Underpass

Near Completed Underpass,

West Side of Bala Subdivision

Bala Pedestrian/Cyclist Underpass

Preparing to Reinstate Tracks 
Along Bala Subdivision

Spring 2008Flood Protection Landform completed

By December 22, 2006Demolition of structures in West Don Lands completed

Fall 2008Don River Park completed, Bala Underpass and Don River Park Opened

By September 2007Complete landscaping for Bala Underpass and Don River Bridge Areas

By end of June 2007Complete Bala Underpass

By June 2007Compaction of soils in West Don Lands completed in preparation for 
construction of Flood Protection Landform

By May 2007Complete excavation of river channel and habitat works under new bridge span

By May 2007Complete protection of existing infrastructure in West Don Lands

By April 2007New span constructed for the 3 southern tracks of the Don River Rail Bridge

By January 31, 2007Underground high voltage cables relocated west of new bridge abutment 

By November 30, 2006Western half of Bala Underpass completed 

October 2006New span constructed for the northern 2 tracks of the Don River Rail Bridge

CompletionWorks

Project Schedules



1

Lower Don River West
Remedial Flood Protection Project
Lower Don River West

Remedial Flood Protection Project
Lower Don River West

Remedial Flood Protection Project

Project Progress 
Update

December 5, 2006

Project Need

To remove the risk of flooding to 210 hectares of land 
associated with Spill Zone 3 – Project underwent Provincial 
Class EA to determine best means to provide flood protection.

Five Key Components of the Flood Protection Solution for the 
LDRW Project – Class EA Received Approval Fall 2005

Components of the Flood Protection Solution 
That Are Currently Underway

Flood Protection Landform (FPL)
Don River Park (associated with FPL)

Extension of the Don River Rail Bridge
Bala Pedestrian/Cyclist Underpass (associated 
with Don River Rail Bridge and Don River Park 
Project Components)
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Appendix D 
Presentation 

 Paul Murray and Dale Leadbeater, Gartner Lee – 
Starting to Make Decisions About the Don Mouth 

Design 
 
 
 

December 5, 2006 
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Summary of Feedback Received for DMNP Public Forum #3, December 5, 2006 
 
Responses received: 7 
 
1. Do you have any comments on the technical screening process and/or the 

results of the technical screening? 
 
• I think that the “secondary” channel to the river mouth should have a flow more 

frequently than once every ten years, so that it contains more of the 6 vegetation 
communities 

• Overall the methodology for technical screening is robust. The details of screening 
criteria need public review and that is happening as a result of this meeting. 

• Excellent presentation and helpful clarifying of issues. Impressive work. I’m always 
impressed by how carefully you listen to public concerns and how well you 
communicate your findings. It is great to be able to participate all along the process. 

• The lacustrine “L” cross-section dismissed too quickly because it was “boring”. 
However this is a  typical section at natural river mouths, usually known as 
“estuary”. Since it is essentially contained in LR and LCW it is not a major issue, as 
the degree of “L” or “R” or “CW” remains to be determined. Error noted in 
presentation ”the thicket swamp offers a much greater degree of resistance than the 
treed swamp”, the former would rate “high resistance”, the latter “moderate 
resistance”. Therefore the thicket swamp should be screened out and replaced by 
treed swamp.  

• Success of the undertaking is entirely contingent on relocation of infrastructure 
(roads, etc.). If infrastructure is a priority and natural habitats are left to fill in the 
remaining spaces the project will not fulfill any of its promise or stated 
purposes/benefits. It will be nothing more that a semi-natural public park with low 
diversity and severe compromises in its natural habitats that will make them non-
functional. 

 



2. Review the criteria proposed for the next round of evaluation. These criteria 
will be used to narrow down the 14 alternatives that made it through the 
technical screening, to a short list of approximately 5 alternatives.   

 
(i) Do the criteria reflect the issues that are important to you?  
     Why or why not? 
 
• Yes, they are reasonable 
• Yes – I believe that you are the people best equipped to weigh these issues. All 

seem important to me but I’ll email if I think of other points. 
• Criteria might want to include examination of the health aspects of marshes and 

“standing water”. A mosquito factory comes to mind. (Participant then 
commented that they had found this after all, under “Recreational/Cultural”.) 

• Yes. I do have a question as to whether and the extent to which high marks for 
naturalization and flood protection (the stated goals of this project) may be offset 
by low marks for issues like recreation – or vice versa. Naturalization and flood 
protection should still be considered the overriding goals. 

• The primary criteria must be flood protection, as this is a city, not a nature park. 
Whatever physical or natural biological features are compatible are fine, but 
should not control.  

 
 
(ii) Are any criteria missing? If so, list any additional criteria you suggest be 
considered. 
 
• No 
• I think West Nile goes beyond that. Mosquitoes travel, and even if the immediate 

area is not frequented by humans, the area will affect the health of the whole 
city’s inhabitants. 

• Historical/cultural features. Let’s not try to erase man’s use of the Don River but 
capitalize on it. 

 



 
Do you have any other advice or comments for the project team? 
 
• I think that all options should be considered through the lens of public use of the 

area. A naturalized mouth is a tremendous goal, but it won’t have much meaning 
if people don’t appreciate it or go there. The favoured alternatives will give people 
access to the water for a variety of uses – paddling, fishing, etc. – and provide for 
both natural and paved trails throughout. 

• The TWRC and City should look closely at burying Lakeshore Boulevard through 
this area (i.e. about Parliament to Saulter) to prevent flooding on Lakeshore and 
– most importantly – opening more area for naturalization. 

• Naturalization, to me, also means the “shape” and “topography” of the river. A 
natural river is not uniformly wide or uniformly deep. The sides are not of uniform 
height. I hope as the “engineering” of the naturalization progresses, there is a 
means to “create” a natural river mouth.  

• There is not enough space to create functional coastal wetlands here. They will 
be an improvement over the present situation (concrete) but far less than they 
could be if enough land were allocated. The areas to the west and south need to 
be added to provide more space. 

• Look at means to remove sediment and/or debris before it reaches the study 
area, thereby reducing the sunlight/turbidity constraint. Unquestionably, the 
lacustrine or estuarine cross-section provides the greatest potential for flood 
protection conveyance and this should be focused on. Preserve/restore 
navigability of the lower Don River.  

• I want to confirm that the Don Mouth planning will include the provision for small 
water craft access into the Don River from the harbour. The thought that the Don 
could be revitalized, and not include access by canoe/kayak etc., would be 
incredibly stupid and totally unexplainable to the majority of citizens. No one 
would understand, or condone, the expenditure of millions that would still leave 
the river inaccessible for recreation. 

 
 

 
 



The following document was submitted by a participant at the meeting, and is 
reproduced here in its entirety. 


















